under direct selection; that is, the preferences themselves are not under direct selection. Thus, female preferences and male traits coevolve through genetic correlation. A more recent hypothesis, sensory exploitation, suggests that instead of preferences and traits coevolving through a genetic correlation, biases in the female's response to stimuli (receiver biases) favor the evolution of certain male traits. Thus receiver biases result in "preexisting preferences," and males that evolve traits that exploit these preexisting preferences are favored by sexual selection (2) .
In runaway sexual selection, the female preference is genetically correlated with the male display trait. Female preference generates direct selection on the male trait, and the preference evolves as a correlated response to evolution of the display trait. Trait-preference evolution is driven by the greater mating success of attractive or "sexy" males. These males are "sexy" but are not necessarily superior in other components of fitness, such as survivorship. In good genes selection, however, the elaborate male display trait indicates a genotype that is superior for survival. The female preference is now correlated with the male's superior heritable survivorship. The good genes evolve under direct natural selection (because they enhance survivorship), and the preferences evolve under indirect selection as a correlated response to good genes evolution (1).
The sensory exploitation hypothesis suggests that, contrary to coevolution through genetic correlation, a trait and a preference in sexual selection-or, more generally, a signal and a receiver in animal communication-can evolve out of concert, with the evolution of one component lagging behind that of the other (Fig. IA) . If a receiver has a bias toward responding to certain signal parameters, such as louder sounds or brighter colors because they are easier to detect, we would expect the evolution of louder or brighter signals without assuming the need for genetic correlations between trait and preference, as required by indirect selection. Such a receiver-bias process is probably also responsible for the evolution of interactions between flowers and their insect pollinators, in which correlations between genes determining the plant's signal and the insect's response to that signal are not possible.
Receiver Biases and Historical Patterns
The receiver in a communication dyad decodes information using some combination of peripheral end organs, central nervous system circuitry, and cognitive processes. Receiver biases are responses to stimuli that were not involved in shaping the evolution of the receiver's responses in a given context; they are incidental consequences rather than evolved functions (3). Such receiver biases can evolve in contexts unrelated to a specific task, as a result either of selection in other contexts or of general operating principles of neural and cognitive systems. Some male insects, for example, pollinate orchids that have flower parts resembling female insects. The male's attraction to the flower is not favored by selection, but is a receiver bias that results from the selective advantage of responding to real conspecific females. Similarly, a species that evolved retinal sensitivity to certain colors to enhance foraging efficiency might be more likely to locate males sporting those same colors when searching for mates. Sensory exploitation is a theory that males evolve traits to exploit preexisting receiver biases, rather than preferences and traits coevolving via a genetic correlation.
I SPECIAL SECTION EVOLUTION OF SEX
Sensory exploitation can be contrasted to the coevolution hypotheses if historical patterns of signal-receiver evolution can be reconstructed. Several examples support the sensory exploitation hypothesis. Platyfish and swordtails are both in the genus Xiphophoru.s but only swordtails have swords (Fig. I B) . Females of two platyfish and a species in the closely related and swordless genus Priapella prefer their own males to which swords have been appended over nonrnal unadorned males (4). Hence, the preference for swords appears to have predated the evolution of Xiphophorus and thus predated the evolution of swords. A similar example of sensory exploitation involves the addition of call suffixes to advertisement calls in frogs of the PhYsalaennus pustulosus species group (5). Male P. pustulosus and a closely related species exhibit the derived trait of facultatively adding a suffix to the species-specific component of the advertisenment call; none of the other -40 species in the genus do this. Physalae inis coloradorun fenmales, however, prefer the call of their own males with the P. pustulosus suffix added rather than the normal, simpler conspecific call (Fig. IC) . Additional studies of auklets (Fig. ID) wolf spiders (Fig. I E) , manakins, and water nlites support the hypothesis of sensory exploitation (6) .
Females of other species show preferences for traits occurring in closely related species that are absent in their own, but either the phylogenetic inform-ation necessary to determline the pattern of trait- preference evolution is lacking, or the phylogenetic information suggests that the preferred male trait has been lost (7). These studies do not support the sin iple patternl of male traits exploiting preexisting preferences. They do, however suggest that tait evolution and preference evolution are often decoupled in sexual selection, that they need not evolve through genetic correlation, nor are the response properties of the receiver tightly matched to the properties of the signal, as a lock and key would be matched. Analogies between animal communication systems and human-engineered systems often stress the necessity of tightly matched sigilals and receivers. Studies of receiver biases suggest that such analogies might not be broadly applicable. The receiver's past history might bias neural processing strategies toward those that are merely sufficient to enhance the receiver's evolutionary fitness but are not optimal engineering solutions. Furthemlore, tightly matched signal-receiver systenms nmight have a selective disadvantage if they constrain the receiver's ability to accommodate meaningful population variation. (10) argued that the preference for red beaks is adaptive because it indicates male health, and this preference is then transferred to leg-band color. Preexisting biases that result from other types of mate preferences need not be maintained by sexual selection. An all-female species of poeciliid fish, the Amazon molly (Poeciliafor mosa), uses spem from males of other species to reproduce success illy, but the male's genes are not incorporated in the offspring's genome. Individuals exhibit the same preferences for body size as females of their two sexual, parental species despite the lack of any direct benefits from mate choice and the impossibility of genetic correlations of male traits and preferences needed for runaway or good genes selection (11).
Receiver biases can also result from selection to choose males of the correct species. Females should be under strong selection to avoid mating with males of other species. If traits of conspecific and heterospecific males are similar an incidental onsequence of speciesspecific mnate preference is a bias against conspecific males that are more similar to heterospecific males. Character displacement of female preferences in zones of sympatry (12) could lead to such an effect.
Receiver biases, finding prey, and avoiding predators. There are only a limited number of sensor modalities an organism ean use to assess its environment, and receiver biases might originate from There is selection not only to find food, but to avoid becoming food. Toward this end, many moths have evolved the ability to detect ultrasonic echolocation calls of bats, and fewer moth species also have evolved the ability to produce ultrasonics in this same frequency band to deter further bat predation. This sensory channel has become secondarily adapted for communication between the sexes in some moths. Male acoustic courtship increases mating success in both ctenuchid and wax moths, and in some ctenuchids the males and females conduct an ultrasonic dialog (13). Bat predation was the selection force responsible for opening the ultrasonic world to moths; its relaxation has allowed this sensory channel to be used for communication (13).
Receiver biases and neural system function. The most interesting cases of receiver biases are derivative of more general operating principles of neural and cognitive systems. Two interesting possibilities relate to how stimulus organization and presentation influence the receiver's attention, and how processes of stimulus generalization and categorization can lead to receiver biases.
Habituation and the precedence effect. According to the anti-monotony hypothesis, habituation plays an important role in the evolution of complex vocalizations in songbirds: Increased song complexity reduces habituation of neighboring males and courting females (14, 15). Females often are attracted preferentially to more complex songs. Grackles do not have complex song repertoires. But female grackles are nonetheless more attracted to an artificially constructed song with different syllables repeated in groups rather than an alternative song that contained the same number of syllables but of only one type. Interestingly, the females' responses decrease during repetition of the same syllable, but responsiveness increases during the transition between syllable types in the more attractive song ( Fig. 2A) (14) . Thus, grackles have a preference for a complex repertoire despite its absence in the song of conspecific males. The physiological cause of this phenomenon might be the general phenomenon of habituation. Studies of zebra finches and canaries show that both electrophysiological response (Fig. 2B) and gene expression (Fig.  2C) habituate to repeated song stimuli (16-18) . Both neurophysiology and molecular genetics may be useful tools to investigate the mating preference in favor of signal complexity (Fig. 2) .
Socially dependent signal interactions can also perturb signal perception. Humans presented with identical signals in quick succession do not perceive the second signal. Other animals, as well, respond only to the leading signal. Such a perceptual bias, termed a precedence effect or forward masking, can influence how signaling males interact in nature when advertising to females (19, 20) . Previous studies of acoustic and bioluminescent interactions had emphasized potential advantages to group-signaling organization, such as minimizing predation, preserving species-specific signal characters, or increasing the attractiveness of the group. Alternatively, Greenfield et al. (19) argued that a precedence effect results in males evolving a resettable oscillator that controls male calling as an evolutionarily stable strategy, and that striking patterns of collective signaling thus emerge as incidental consequences. Other context-dependent phenomena that mediate the attraction of the male's phenotype include how the colQr of a male and the light in the surrounding environment influence when and where a male displays (21), and how females' perceptions of male attractiveness can be altered by preferences of other females (22) .
Generalization and receiver biases. Recognition parameters of a receiver need not be mapped precisely onto properties of the target signal for sufficiently effective recognition to occur, and it might be assumed that overly precise mapping between signal and receiver is costly, both because it would involve detailed neural computation and because it risks failing to perceive signals slightly variant from the ideal.
As mentioned above, artificial neural networks have shown that receivers trained to recognize simple, arbitrary visual pattems show incidental biases for exaggerated and symmetric patterns (8) . These computer models can also provide more direct insights into receiver biases in real communication systems. Phelps and Ryan used artificial neural networks to study historical effects on receiver biases in tu'ngara frogs (23). Networks were trained to recognize tu'ngara frog calls. They were then tested with a variety of heterospecific and ancestral calls that had been tested with female tuingara frogs (24). The response biases of the artificial neural networks and the frogs were significantly correlated with one another. The historical effects were explored by training networks under a "mimetic history" training regime to recognize the ancestral call at the root of the phylogenetic tree (Fig. 3) to the recognition criterion, the networks were trained to the next ancestral call on the evolutionary pathway to the tungara frog call; eventually, they were trained to a sequence of three ancestral calls before they were finally trained to recognize the tulngara frog call. These networks traversed signal landscape mimicking that of the receivers of tungara frog ancestors. In the "mirror history," the three ancestral calls used in the mimetic history were rotated in multivariate space and synthesized (Fig. 3 ). These calls were as different from the tuTngara frog call as the ancestral calls, but they did not resemble calls made by these kinds of frogs. In "random histories," the three ancestral calls were chosen randomly from the assortment of heterospecific and ancestral calls (Fig. 3) . Networks evolved to recognize the tuTngara frog call in all three historical regimes: mimetic, random, and mirror. Only networks trained with the mimetic history, however, predicted the response biases of tungara frogs. In the cyberspace of artificial neural networks, and possibly in the brains of tuTngara frogs, history has left a footprint that can be seen in receiver biases.
Receiver Biases in Other Contexts
The importance of receiver biases has been appreciated in fields besides sexual selection. For example, the common cuckoo is a brood parasite that produces a begging call quite unlike that of its reed These are probably caricatures or supernormal stimuli. The attraction of these stimuli might be currently maintained by selection, they might be totally based in learning and cultural influence, or they might be ghosts of selection past; but they surely have a mechanistic basis, and knowing that mechanism can only contribute to understanding its evolution.
Conclusions
Studies of receiver biases in sexual selection have shown that the evolution of traits and preferences can be decoupled and often do not coevolve because of genetic correlations. Thus, the continued emphasis on runaway sexual selection and good genes models of preference evolution to the exclusion of other factors is unwarranted. These studies also show that traits and preferences are not tightly matched; there is often a range of stimuli not encompassed by the signals of conspecific males that can elicit a receiver response. These unexploited biases should have some influence on the types of signal favored by selection, but documenting these biases requires a more creative experimental approach than is often applied in sexual selection studies. Receiver biases are not random but are determined in part by the history of receiver responses and the more general operating properties of neural and cognitive systems. Understanding these constraints, along with adaptive outcomes of mate choice, might contribute to our understanding of why certain kinds of traits are often favored by sexual selection. Finally, historical effects of receiver biases have implications for signal processing. Strategies used by receivers to decode signals might not be optimal in any engineering sense, but might exhibit response patterns indicative of how ancestral receivers decoded signals.
